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This Dual Half Blank and Half Lined Paper come with blank pages and ruled pages in one same notebook allowing you to get creative. You
may like to plot designs, craft projects or solve engineering problems and write accompanying notes or draw sketches. The blank and lined
papers can also be used as story paper for writing practice. Sketching in cool things such as illustrations and writing underneath Doodling's,
charts, etc. There are total 160 non-perforated lined and blank pages. Lined pages are wide ruled 8.5 x 11 inches Perfect bound Soft but
strong cover
This 6 x 9 notebook is a dual layout notebook.120 pages (60 college ruled + 60 Blank)
* Dual notebook with both lined and blank pages for drawing, sketching and doodling on the plain pages and writing, taking notes or
journaling on the lined pages. * 8.5" x 11" (21.59 x 27.94 cm) * 75 sheets / 150 pages * Soft Cover * Matte Finish Paperback * Cover with
minimal abstract pattern design
Composition Notebook Half College Ruled / Half Blank Notebook: 7.44 x 9.69 inch (18.9 x 24.61 cm.) Half and half paper (dual designs) allow
you to get creative. There are lots of reasons someone may want mixed paper styles on one sheet. Adults may like to plot designs, craft
projects or solve engineering problems and write accompanying notes or draw sketches. Kids may like to solve a math problem and describe
how they solved it (or even write a story about the problem!) The blank and lined papers can also be used as a story paper for writing
practice. Use your imagination to find functions for this paper in different niches. 100 pages - 50 sheets This is the standard for composition
or writing books for elementary school kids. It can also be a good choice for the elderly, for people who have large handwriting and people
with visual impairment. It is also a good choice for 'casual' writing notebooks for teens. Have fun & enjoy this Notebook.
Now you can have both graph and lined paper on the same page! 200 pages of quality paper for your design and writing needs. Big 8.5 X 11"
notebook.
Here comes the notebook that is truly friendly to your taking notes while drawing and dealing with visuals! This "Dual Notebook Graph &
Lined" comes with quad ruled pattern and horizontal lined pattern in one same notebook. The dual format pages leave excellent space for
sketching in cool things such as diagrams, charts, graphs, etc. on one side and written notes on the other. There are total 100 non-perforated
pages, which consist of 50 quad grid pages on the left and 50 wide ruled pages on the right, plus all these wonderful features! The book size
of 8.5 x 11 inches, with 2 x 2 squares per inch on graph pages, and Wide ruled on lined pages, makes the book friendly to even those who
have larger handwriting, as well as children and elder writers who have to deal with graphs. [This notebook is also available in 2 other sizes;
5.5 x 8.5 inches Narrow Ruled (ISBN 1979401683) and 7 x 10 inches College Ruled (ISBN 1979394857). You can search the ISBN to find
the size you need.] Every lined page comes with its page number, so you can optionally make your own table of contents or index pages,
which is great for writing in chapters or taking consequential notes. You can also look up the contents you want to read easily in no time. The
book soft cover is laminated with matte finish that helps firm your grips, repels liquid, and also toughens the paperback cover, so your
important notes will stay with you longer. The paperback also makes the book flexible, so it can be written on even when you are in a small
desk. The book industry standard binding with spine (the same binding as most paperback books in the libraries.) allows the book to be
stored neatly on shelf, possibly alongside other books that you have, so you can not only organize your notes, but also the places that you
keep them. The book weight is light enough for your carrying along, so it can be an on-the-go companion for your studies, travelings, as well
as any reading endeavors anywhere. The grids and lines are in light grey so they are less distracting when you read or write, while they can
guide your writing and sketching perfectly. The combination of square grid and horizonal lines pages makes the book great for any types of
chart drawing and writing related pursuits. All grids and lines are printed on white paper that is thicker than general notebooks, so this book
can be used with more variety of pens, giving you the ability to design your note-taking with your own taste. (Extra blank sheets may still be
required in case of using it with some marker pens.) Now available in 4 colors that you can choose from; Grey (197940187X) Blue
(1979401888) Pink (1979401896), which is this book Red (1979401918) [Simply copy and paste a line in the search box to find the one you
need.] If you are looking for a tool to help your learning and get your visions realized, let "Dual Notebook Graph & Lined" helps you sketch &
take notes all in one place, then experience the flexible potential of pen to paper that no technology can match!!
Perfect notebook for people who love to sketch as well as take notes about their sketch. Page numbers help to locate the sketches you're
looking for along with a fill in table of contents to keep track. All the left sheets are sketch pages and all the right are lined notes pages. Three
different sizes are available.
Ruled exercise book with a margin by Kensington Press. Perfect for school, home, journaling and writing notes. High quality white lined
paper. 80 pages per book. Size A4 approximately (8.5" x 11").
This Dual Half Blank and Half Lined Paper come with blank pages and ruled pages in one same notebook allowing you to get creative. You
may like to plot designs, craft projects or accompanying notes or draw sketches. -The blank and lined papers can also be used as story paper
for writing practice. -Sketching in cool things such as illustrations and writing underneath -Doodling's, charts, etc. -There are total 160 nonperforated lined and blank pages. -Lined pages are wide ruled -8.5 x 11 inches -Perfect bound -Soft but strong cover
Primary Journal Composition Notebook Tablet Front - Each sheet includes a half a page of drawing space on the front and a half page of
primary lines (top line, middle dotted line, bottom line) for practicing writing the alphabet and numbers. Back - The back of each sheet
includes a full page of primary lines (top line, middle dotted line, bottom line), so children can practice writing and feel free to draw using
markers without any worry of bleed-through. Ages 4 and up 110 Pages (55 Sheets) Interior: High Quality White Interior Stock Cover: SOFT,
Durable Matte Binding: Professional book grade binding (pages cannot be removed). Product Measures: 8.5 x 11.0 inches Designed in the
USA This Cute Draw and Write Journal is perfect for school, home, travel and much more. Home School Kindergarten Workbook Birthday
Gifts Summer Projects Children Party Favors & Gifts Stocking Stuffers & Gift Baskets Learning to write the alphabet and numbers Art
Classes Doodle Diaries Wishing YOU Joy, Laughter & Love! Aunt Meg and Me
Calling all creative writers and illustrators! Introducing the draw and write journal that has everything that you need to create amazing stories
and drawings. The top half of each page has the perfect amount of room to draw anything that your creative mind can imagine. The bottom
half of each page contains wide-ruled lines for writing. This is the perfect notebook journal for creating short stories, storybooks, writing your
thoughts or doodling. Check out some of the great features of this draw and write journal: Standard 8.5" x 11" size - Gives plenty of room for
creators to work, but can be easily carried, stored in a backpack, desk or on a bookshelf Top half of each page is blank for illustrations,
doodles and drawings. The bottom half of each page is lined for writing stories, notes and much more Features: Perfectly Sized: 8.5" x 11"
Interior Details: Half Blank; Half Wide-Ruled Number of Pages: 100 sturdy pages Cover: Soft, matte cover with a smooth finish that feels
amazing. High-quality paper that allows the perfect absorbency for pens, gel pens, and even markers! Great size for convenient carrying.
Perfect for gift-giving. Be sure to check the Wee Create page for more styles, designs, sizes and other options.
* Dual notebook with both lined and blank pages for drawing, sketching and doodling on the plain pages and writing, taking notes or
journaling on the lined pages. * 8.5" x 11" (21.59 x 27.94 cm) * 75 sheets / 150 pages * Soft Cover - One Subject * Matte Finish Paperback *
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Dual Composition Notebook Half Blank Half Lined Beautifull Notebook This notebook is perfect for: Sketching and writing
down ideas on sketch details, doodling, Writing down ideas and thoughts - you may use it as your diary, journal or just for
taking notes Making "to do" lists and lists of every stuff you need to list Writing down your plans or describing your big
dreams - especially those you are really serious about Giving it as a gift for someone special: mum, dad, sister, best
friend, girlfriend or someone even more special than that Notebook specification nice and funny design. 100 pages, soft
matt cover, black and white interior, half blank half lined pages 7 x 10 inches (just the perfect size) Check my author's
page for other notebooks and find the perfect one that will suit you, or would be ideal for that special gift for a loved one.
My books carry a range of different notebooks and you will undoubtedly find the right one for you by checking through my
different and exciting graphic options.
This Dual Notebook 2 (Vol. 1): -is a combination of a 5x5 graph paper (.20"x .20" per square "Engineering Paper") and a
college ruled paper, arranged alternately; -has 120 pages of 8.5" x 11" white paper; -lightly lined; -securely bound in soft,
glossy cover for easy cleanup; and -NOT perforated. It is great for: -Math and Science subjects for college students;
-architects and designers; -plotting mathematical function; -drawing two-dimensional graphs; -designing floorplans, tiling,
landscaping, -embroidery, cross stitch or knitting designs, -mapping board or video games, and -making fun pixel arts.
Click author above: Emma.Mom Books for other types of Dual Notebook.
This 8.5 x 11 notebook is a dual layout notebook. It's designed with a storyboard (or cartoon) layout on one side and
lined paper (college ruled) on the other side. This notebook can have many uses: storyboarding for videos (YouTubers!)
cartoons movies advertising theatre choreography The inclusion of alternating pages with lined paper makes it easy to
describe the scenes, what is planned to go on, what equipment to use, the direction of the camera, light or dialogue.
Composition Notebook Half Wide Ruled / Half Blank Half and half paper (dual designs) allow you to get creative. There
are lots of reasons someone may want mixed paper styles on one sheet. Adults may like to plot designs, craft projects or
solve engineering problems and write accompanying notes or draw sketches. Kids may like to solve a math problem and
describe how they solved it (or even write a story about the problem!) The blank and lined papers can also be used as a
story paper for writing practice. Use your imagination to find functions for this paper in different niches. This is the
standard for composition or writing books for elementary school kids. It can also be a good choice for the elderly, for
people who have large handwriting and people with visual impairment. It is also a good choice for 'casual' writing
notebooks for teens. Have fun & enjoy this Notebook.
Do you know a vodka loving friend, family member or coworker? This large 8.5'' x 11'' custom-made notebook would
make a unique vodka themed gift idea. It contains a matte styled cover with the ''Vodka Lover For Life'' quote displayed,
and 108 pages of lined cream paper, perfect for versatile note writing use such as: Work notes Checklists Creative
writing Photo book Shopping lists Meal plans Storing important documentation (e.g. passwords) Appointment reminders
The notebook would be suitable for a variety of occasions and events, e.g. a birthday, anniversary, Christmas or work
gift. We greatly appreciate you browsing our item and hope it makes the recipient smile!
Are you or your child in the habit of SKETCHING on one page and then WRITING on the other? This notebook will
enable just that, with lined paper and blank pages alternating with each other. It will foster your creativity and make you
more focused. You no longer have to look for two different types of notebooks because this has both the types of paper
your want. The blank paper may be used for doodling, drawing illustrations, making diagrams or any rough work. The
lined paper may be used for taking notes or writing down thoughts and ideas. The advantage of having alternating blank
pages and lined pages is that you can refer to your sketches and diagrams when you are writing or vice versa. It makes it
very convenient to do everything that you would like to do in a single notebook. Being lightweight it is so easy to carry
around, and comes with an elegant cover that will make it stand apart from other notebooks. Features: Made in USA, of
high quality paper. Has a total of 100 pages to sketch and write in. The first page has space specially created for writing
your name and other details. Beautiful, soft and durable cover with a classy matte finish. Lined pages are college ruled to
fit in all your notes. 8.5 x 11 inches in size. Once you start using the notebook, you will realize how convenient it is with its
all-purpose utility for drawing, sketching and writing. Get this notebook NOW and gift it to your kid, or just sketch and
write your notes and thoughts regularly!
Catman notebooks brings you graph paper and lined paper on one page! Great for designers, doodling, drawing or just notes.
This unique notebook contains 120 pages of mixed use paper that is 5x5 quadrille quad ruled graph paper on the bottom half and blank on
the top. There are endless uses for this combination including using it for interior design, engineering, garden planning, landscaping, home
renovations, and game play mapping. The beautifully designed matte soft cover of this large 8 1/2 x 11" journal is a cute and stylish
minimalist design in fun shades of teal blue and mustard yellow. Also makes a thoughtful gift for anyone who enjoys creating, drafting, and/or
drawing. See our other cute and colorful minimalist journals and notebooks by clicking on our author name above.
Dual Blank And Lined Notebook Best of a notebook and a sketchbook. It makes a great journal and provides a way to organize your visual
interpretations and thoughts. Printed horizontal Product Details: * The blank and lined papers can also be used as a story paper for writing
practice. * Sketching in cool things such as illustrations and writing underneath * Premium matte cover finish * A Half Lined page with Half
blank page * 8.5 x 11 inches * Perfect bound * A soft but strong cover * 60 Sheets / 120 Pages Paper Print
dual notebook blank/lined half size If you are a visual learner or a journal artist, and looking for a tool to get your inspirations done, let "Dual
Notebook Blank & Lined" helps you take notes and sketches all in one place, and experience the flexible potential of pen to paper, that no
technology can match!! The lines are in light grey so they are less distracting when you read or write, while they can guide your writing
perfectly. The combination of blank and lined pages makes the book great for all writing and drawing related pursuits. pages alternating allow
you to write in the space that you are most comfortable and familiar with. college ruled lined and blank paper 100 pages size 8.5 x 11 inches
Product is also available in various cover design options for you to choose from. For related products, please take a look out our amazon
author page.
This journal is a great gift ideas for freinds, mom, aunt, wife, sister, teacher, coworker half lined half blank 101 pages, 6"x9" The design is
best for write and draws / doodles in one page Chic and trendy tacos notebook Orday now!
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Sibling Journals Always Bring a Smile! Softcover small notebook, professionally designed lightweight journal makes a unique gift idea for little
boys. Born Together Best Friends Forever twin quote with two blue giraffes for toddlers or a new baby gift. Motivational! Inspirational! Use for
baby gender reveal parties, baby showers, or just a simple twin activity gift to encourage two twins to become best friends. Dimensions: Small
travel size 8x5 inches (20.32x12.7 cm). Interior: - half blank unruled top space and half wide ruled bottom pages on thick white paper is
perfect for a story notebook or everyday drawing Cover: Full color soft cover paperback has a tough cover with glossy print. Artwork: Cover
art chosen from the best images and photos from original works of a professional graphic designer. Binding: Durable trade paperback binding
(perfect bound), works well for taking notes, journaling, one subject school assignment, or a Do-It-Yourself (DIY) diary planner for twin boys.
Bound similar to books found in your local library. Buy one book for twins to share or one for each twin! Encourage your twins to record new
experiences! Works best as a baby shower surprise, Christmas stocking or Easter basket stuffer gift for big brother twins, an older sibling
toddler gift idea for boys. . Add your own personal note on the inside cover to make this a personalized gift.

Here comes the notebook that is truly friendly to your writing, drawing, and learning with visuals! This "Dual Notebook Blank &
Lined" comes with blank pages and ruled pages in one same notebook. The dual format pages leave excellent space for sketching
in cool things such as illustrations, doodlings, charts, etc. on one side and written notes on the other. There are total 100 nonperforated pages, which consist of 50 blank pages on the left and 50 wide ruled pages on the right, plus all these wonderful
features! The book size of 8.5 x 11 inches with empty blank pages and wide spacing (0.34 inch) lined pages alternating makes the
book friendly to even those who have larger handwriting, as well as children and elder writers, who love to draw and write. [This
notebook is also available in 2 other sizes; 7 x 10 inches College Ruled (ISBN 1975695348) and 5.5 x 8.5 inches Narrow Ruled
(ISBN 1975695593). You can search the ISBN to find the size you need.] Every lined page comes with its page number, so you
can optionally make your own table of contents or index pages for the book, which is great for writing in chapters or taking
consequential notes. You can also look up the contents you want to read easily in no time. The book soft cover is laminated with
matte finish that helps firm your grips, repels liquid, and also toughens the paperback cover, so your important notes will stay with
you longer. The paperback also makes the book flexible, so it can be written on even when you are in a small desk. The book
industry standard binding with spine (the same binding as most paperback books in the libraries.) allows the book to be stored
neatly on shelf, possibly alongside other books that you have, so you can not only organize your notes, but also the places that
you keep them. The book weight is light enough for your carrying along, so it can be an on-the-go companion for your studies,
travelings, as well as any drawing and writing endeavors anywhere. The lines are in light grey so they are less distracting when
you read or write, while they can guide your writing perfectly. The combination of blank and lined pages makes the book great for
all writing and drawing related pursuits. All lines are printed on white paper that is thicker than general lined notebooks, so this
book can be used with more variety of pens, giving you the ability to design your note-taking and drawing with your own taste.
(Extra blank sheets may still be required in case of using it with some marker pens.) Now available in 4 colors that you can choose
from; Grey (1975695186) Blue (1975695194), which is this book Pink (1975695232) Red (1975695259) [Simply copy and paste a
line in the search box to find the one you need.] If you are a visual learner or a journal artist, and looking for a tool to get your
inspirations done, let "Dual Notebook Blank & Lined" helps you take notes and sketches all in one place, and experience the
flexible potential of pen to paper, that no technology can match!!
This ''100% Made In Vietnam'' customised notebook would make a great gift idea for patriotic Vietnamese people! The item
contains 108 pages of 6'' x 9'' half lined and half blank paper, ideal for home, work or school purposes such as: To-do lists
Appointment reminders and events Work notes Studying Shopping lists Creative writing Gratitude diary Daily journal The notebook
could be bought for a number of special occasions, such as a a birthday, Christmas, anniversary or thank you present. We would
like to thank you for your interest in the notebook and hope you make good use of it!
A super kawaii story journal to for young creative minds! Doodle and draw on the top blank space, brainstorm and write down your
story on the bottom - creating story is so much fun! Notebook features: 7.44 X 9.69 inches dimension 100 pages Wide-ruled line
sheets with top half blank Glossy softbound cover
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